Lack of Support from the SU for sport at City, University of London

Motion Title; Lack of Support from the SU for sport at City, University of London

Proposer: Edward Armitage
Seconder: Samantha Mather

This Union notes:

1. City has a student population of 18,000 while Kings has 27,000. However, Kings has four well established rugby teams while City struggles to have consistent numbers for one team. There is an identical situation for Hockey at both institutions.

2. There is no mention of Sports Clubs on the SU website despite being a huge part of student activity.

3. There are over 24 teams competing, representing and promoting City, University of London on a weekly basis throughout the year.

This Union believes:

1. There is inadequate promotion of sport throughout university from the SU as a whole and the individual officers, whose role it is to be involved with sport.

2. There is little encouragement of participation of sport from the executive members of the SU.

3. There is a lack of communication from the various roles involved in student activities and sport in the SU with City Sport.

This Union Resolves:

1. We would like to see our executive members campaign for sufficient promotion of sport at City, University of London through social media outlets (including the SU website).

2. We would like our executive members to campaign for an increased promotion and presence of sport on campus via posters and a sports banner.

3. We wish to see the various officers involved in student activity fulfil their positions with regards to supporting sports clubs.